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Economic Potentials of Irrigated and Dryland Farms in Central South
Dakota (South Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 444)
Rex D. Helfinstine 1^/
The purpose of this supplement is to present in more detail the
budgets summarized in bulletin 444, These details should be useful
to research and extension workers and those farmers interested in
working out budgets for their own farm under similar conditions.
Definitions of some of the terms used follows:
Net cash income; total receipts less total expenses, not including
depreciation or interest on investment.
Interest on investment; at 4 percent on real estate and 6 percent on
operating capital.
Net farm income: total receipts less total expenses, not including
interest on investment.
Labor and management income; total receipts less total expenses and
interest on investment.
Detailed explanations of other terms and methods of calculation are
presented in South Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 444.
The budgets for irrigated conditions use a Bureau of Reclamation
estimate of $5 per acre of irrigable land for annual operation and
maintenance charge; and $3 per acre for annual construction charge
(deferred first 10 years, charged next 40 years).
Farm use figures for alfalfa hay and pasture and native hay and
pasture may be slightly less than production in the following tables
because of indivisibilities in livestock.
1/ Agricultural Economist, Production Economics Research Branch,
ARS, USDA. This is a cooperative project of the South Dakota
Agricultural Experiment Station, Project 198, and the Production
Economics Research Branch, Agricultural Research Service, U.S.
Department of Agriculture.
TABLE 1, - BUDGET SUMMARY FOR eOO-ACRE CASH GRAIN DRYLAND FARM, CENTRAL SOUTH DAKOTA,
PROJECTED PRICES (NO LEGUMES).
t LAND USE ;
.. . SQUCL_
CROP . ACRES :; YIELD i: UNIT 1! PRODUCTION : FARM USE ; AMOUNT_j: PRICE !; VALUE
"Coy. Tools.
CORN 168 15 BU. 2,520 63 2,457 1.20 2,948
BARLEY 195 23 BU. 4,485 450 4,035 1.05 4,237
WHEAT 141 14 BU. 1,974 212 1,762 1.55 2,731
NATIVE HAY 73 0,6 TON 44 44




: AVER. WEIGHT ; TOTAL : SOLD
ITEM ; GRADE j NUMBER; PER HEAD : WEIGHT : AMOUNT 1: PRICE : VALUE
POl^S POUNDS POUNDS POLS. " DpLS','"'
STEERS, YEARLING GOOD 6 700 4,200 4,200 18.15 762
HEIFERS, YEARLING GOOD 3 650 1.950 1.950 15.30 298
COWS MEDIUM 3 1,050 3,150 3,150 12.50 394
POULTRY 75 5 375 375 .20 75





























, LESS CASH EXPENSE 4,706
I NET CASH INCOME 7,039
CHANGE IN INVENTORY
LESS DEPRECIATION 678
NET FARM INCOME 6,361
LESS INT. ON INVEST. 1,716
NET LABOR AND MGT.
INCOME ^s,645
NVENTORY VALUE
LAND AND BUILDING :26,080
BLDG. A IMP. (2,012)










TABLE 2, - BUDGET SUi^MARY FOR 682-ACRE CASH GRAIN PARTLY IRRIGATED FhRM, CENTRAL SOUTH
DAKOTA, PROJECTED PRICES (NO LEGUNES),
LAND USL SOLD




432 1.20CORN 33 15 BU. 495 63
WHEAT 33 14 BU. 462 50 412 1,53
NATIVE HAY 73 0,6 TON 44 44
NATIVE PASTURE 218 .81 AUM 177 175
IRRlGATED
CORN 80 42 BU. 3,360 3,360 1.20
CORN 16 32 BU. 512 512 1.30
WHEAT 75 18 BU. 1,350 112 1,238 1.55
SUGAR BEETS 64 9.3 TON 595
230
595 12.06










: GRADE : NUMBER I AVER, WEIGHT : TOTAL ;
PER HEAD j WEIGHTt AMOUNT ;
^JtlOS pauM PO^UNOS"
GOOD 6 700 4,200 1,950
GOOD 3 650 1,950 3,150
MEDIUM 3 1,050 3,150 375
75 5 375 1,000



































































— LABOR REQUI REi^ENTS
NET CASH INCOME ,
CHANGE IN INVENTORY
LESS DEPRECIATION 911
NET FARM INCOME 6,527
LESS INT. ON INVEST, 2,309










TABLE 3, - BUDGET SUMMARY FOR 800-ACRE CATTLE-HOG DRYLAND FARM, CENTRAL SOUTH DAKOTA#
PROJECTED PRICES (SLAUGHTER CATTLE).
YIELD PRODUCTION
CORN 151 16 BU. 248.6 1991 425 1.20
BARLEY 161 23 BU. 3703 2016 1687 1.05
wheat 141 15 BU. 2115 212 1903 1.55
ALFALFA 24 1.4 TON 34 34
ALFALFA PAST. 27 2.8 AUM 76 76
NATIVE HAY 34 0.6 TON 20 20





















NUMBER ; AVER. WEIGHT : TOTAL












































































I LESS CASH EXPENSE
; NET CASH INCOME
: CHANGE IN INVENTORY
i LESS DEPRECIATION
I NET FARM INCOME
i LESS INT. ON INVEST.
NET LABOR AND MOT.
INCOME
INVENTORY VALUE
z 5,231 LAND AND BLD6.
10,568 BLDG. AND IMR.



















TABLE 4, - BUDGET SUVIMARY FOR 682-ACRE CATTLE-HOG PARTLY IRRIGATED FARM, CENTRAL SOUTH
DAKOTA, PROJECTED PRICES (RAISED SLAUGHTER CATTLE).
LAND USE .
CRO£ ;_ACRES ; YllELO UNIT__i PRODUCTION ; FARM USE : AMOUNT
DRYLAND
CORN 20 16 BU. 320 320
WHEAT 39 15 BU. 585 59 526
ALFALFA 7 1.4 TON 10 10
NATIVE PASTURE 291
.81 AUM 236 229
IRRIGATE!
CORN 160 47 BU. 7,520 3,985 3,535
WHEAT 52 24 BU. 1,272 80 1,192
ALFALFA 43 3.5 TON 150 148











JJEM spade J NUMBE_R
STEERS, YEARLING CHOICE 22








: AVER. WEIGHT : TOTAL
' _L _ PER AO : M t GH

































950 20,900 20,900 22.00 4,598
950 12,350 12,350 20.95 2,587
1,050 10,500 10,500 12.50 1,312
230 34,500 34,500 16.65 5,744
350 10,500 10,500 14.45 1,517
375
2 80
5 375 .20 75
















LESS INT. ON INVEST.






























table 5. - BUDGET SUv.MARY FOR 632-ACRE CATTLE-HOG PARTLY IRRIGATED FARM, CENTRAL SOUTH
DAKOTA, PROJECTED PRICES (RAISED AND PURCHASED SLAUGHTER CATTLE) •
.
LAND USE _iQLD .
VALUECROP ; ACRES '^.Yi'ELO :.UNI T ; .PROpuCJ Ip Ny:yFARariJsE : AMOUNT : PRICE ; D^LS.
DRYLAND
320CORN 20 BUi. 320
1.55 815
.'/HEAT 39 15 BU. 585 59 526
ALFALFA 7 1.4 TON 10 10
NATIVE PASTURE 291 .81 AUM 236 236
IRRIGATED
1.20 2,903CORN 160 47 8U. 7,520 5,101 2,419
WHEAT 53 24 BU. 1,272 80 1,192 1.55 1, o4o
ALFALFA 47 3.5 TON 164 164




; AVERAGE WEIGHT ; total SOLO
ITEM : QRApE : NUMBER ; PER HEAD • WEIGHT ; AMOUNT : PRICE ; VALUE
..POUNpS PQUNOS lipUNOS DDLS. DpLS,
STEERS, YEARLING CHOICE 57 950 54,150 5^,150 T2.00 11,913
HEIFERS, YEARLING CHOICE 9 950 3,550 3,550 20,95 1,791
COWS mEDIum 7 1,050 7,350 7,350 12.50 919
HOGS 150 230 34,500 34,500 16.65 5,744
SOWS 30 350 10,500 10,500 1'».45 1L517
STAGS 2 2 HQ
POULTRY 75 5 375 375 .20 75












































i CASH RECEIPTS T27,905
! LESS CASH EXPENSE 13,873
NET CASH INCOME 14,032
CHANGE IN INVENTORY
LESS DEPRECIATION 912
NET FARM INCQj'E 13,120
LESS INT. ON INVFSI. 3,230





















TABLE 6. - BUDGET SUMMARY FOR 682-ACRE CATTLE-HOG-SUGAR BEET PARTLY IRRIGATED FARM,





UNIT ; PRODUCT 10*N "FARM USE : AMOUNT
SOLD
PRiCE ; "VALUE
CORN 20 16 BU. 320 320 526
WHEAT 39 15 BU. 585 59 526 1.55 815
alfalfa 7 1.4 TON 10 10




110 47 BU. 5,170 4,957 213 1.20 256
10 36 BU, 360 360
SUGAR BEETS 40 .12 TON 480 480 12,00 5,760
BEET TOPS (40)
.5 TON 20 20
WHEAT 53 24 BU. 1,272 80 1,192 1,55 1,848
ALFALFA 44 3.5 TON 154 153































































































LESS INT. ON INVEST,













LAND AND BLDG. ^37,360
BLDG. & IMP. (3,996)











TABLE 7. - BUDGET SUMMARY FOR 6S2-ACRE CATTLE-HOG-POTATO PARTLY IKRIGATED FnRiVi, CENTRAL
SOUTH DAKOTA, PROJECTED PRICES (RAISED AND PURCHASED SLAUGHTER CATTLE),
: SOLD _
ACRES : yTi^LD ;..jjNlT TlPRODUCTf^^^ -'FARM USE : AMOUNT ; PRICE VALUE"
- - - •"dols, dols.
DRYLAND
526 1,55
OUHN 20 16 BU. 320
WHEAT 39 15 8U, 585
ALFALFA 7 1.4 TON 10
NATIVE PASTURE 291 .81 aum 236
IRRIGATED
I'URN 110 47 BU. 5,170
CORN 10 36 BU. 360
POTATOES 40 223 BU. 8,920
WHEAT 53 24 BU, 1,272
ALFALFA 47 3,5 TON 164



























































































LESS CASH EXPENSE 14,577
NET CASH INCOME ri6,522
CHANGE IN INVENTORY
LESS DEPRECIATION 962
NET FARM INCOivtE ;:17,560
LESS INT. ON INVEST, 3,260































LAND AND BLDG, -37,360
BLDG, & IMP. (3,896;











TABLE 8, - BUDGET SUMMARY FOR BOG-ACRE SHEEP-HOG DRYLAND FARM, CENTRAL SOUIH DAKOTA,
PROJECTED PRICES (FAT LAMBS).
LAND USE ; SOLD
_CRQP : ACRES ; YIELD" ; "UNl'Tjr'pROjuCTI ON' ; TaRI^UsT : AMOUf^r'^ l'Cf : VALUE"














































































: TOTAL WEIGHT : TOTAL SOLD
L PER HEAD : WEIGHT ; AMOUNT"":" PRiTir : VALur
PO'UNOS' POUNDS POUNDS DOLS, p_0LS. •
95 9,215 9,215 20.30 1,871




230 34,500 34,500 16.65 5,744
350 10,500 10,500 1^.45 1,517
2 80
5 375 375 .20 75





























LAND AND BLDG, j26,080
BLDG. & IMP. (3,512)







TABLE 9. - BUDGET SUMMARY FOR 682-U\CRE SHCEP-UCG PARTLY IRRIGATE? FARM, CENTRAL SOUTH










CORN 20 16 BU. 320 320
WHEAT 39 15 BU. 585 59 526 1,55 815
ALFALFA 7 1.4 TON 10 10
NATIVE PASTURE 291 .81 AUM 236 229
RRIGATED
CeRN 160 47 BU. 7520 3843 3677 1.20 4412
WHEAT 53 24 BU. 1272 80 1192 1.55 1348
ALFALFA 46 3.5 T»N 161 159




1 TEM ! GRAIE
•
1 NUMBER ; AVER. WEIGHT
PER HEAD
; TOTAL ;
I WEIGHT ; AMOUNT !
SOLD
: PR fCE r value~
POUNDS POUNDS POUNDS p^LS. POLS."'
LAMBS, FAT GOOD 275 95 26,125 26,125 20,30 6,303
EWES GOOD 53 120 f,,360 6,360 8.55 544
BUCKS 5 5 75
WOOL 416 9 3,744 3,744 .45 1,685
HOGS 150 230 34,500 34,500 16.65 5,744
SOWS 30 350 10,500 10,500 14.45 1,517
STAGS 2 2 80
POULTRY 75 5 375 375 .20 75





































LESS INT. ON INVEST.



























TABLE 10, ~ BUDGET SUMMARY FOR 800-ACRE CATTLE-HOG DRYLAND FARM CENTRAL SOUTH DAKOTA,












YIELD ;: UNIT : PRODUCTION ;: FARM USE : AMOUNT ; PRICE : VALUE
IIQLS. ..Mks'."
16 BU. 2,416 1,559 857 1.20 1,028
23 BU. 3,703 2,016 1,687 1.05 1,771
15 BU. 2,115 212 1,003 1.55 2,950
1.4 TON 34 34
2.8 AUM 76 76
.6 TON 20 20




; GRADE ; NUMBER I PER HEAD
POUNDS
TOTAL





STEERS, YEARLING GOOD 7 700
HEIFERS, YEARLING GOOD 5 650





























TOTAL DEPR. $ 735















LESS INT. ON INVEST.






























land and BLDG. C26,080
BLDG. & IMP* (3,362)











TABLE 11. BUDGET SUMMARY FOR 682-AfRE CATTLE-HOG PARTLY IRRIGATED FARM, CENTRAL SOUTH
DAKOTA, PROJECTED PRICES (RAISED FEEDER CATTLE).
. LAND USE
CROP 1acres ;: YIELD i: UNIT : P_RppuCTI,ON : FARM USE
DRYLAND
CORN 20 16 BU. 320 320
WHEAT 39 15 BU. 585 59
ALFALFA 7 1.4 TON 10 19
NATIVE PASTURE 291 .81 AUM 236 229
IRRIGATED
CORN 160 47 BU. 7520 2725
WHEAT 53 24 BU. 1272 80
ALFALFA 43 3.5 TON 150 148











GRADE J NUMBER ; AVER. WEIGHT : TOTAL SQHLB; PER HEAi : WEIGHT ; AMOUNT : PRICE : VALUE
pounds" "" (Funds' pounds" pols." 'dols7
STEERS, yearling GOOD 22 800 17,600 17,600 18.15 3,194
HEIFERS, YEARLING GiCO 13 750 9,750 9,750 15.30 1,492
COWS MEBIUM 10 1,050 10,500 10,500 12.50 1,312
HOGS 150 230 34,500 34,500 16.65 5,744
SOWS 30 350 10,500 10,500 14.45 -1,517
STAGS 2 2 80
POULTRY 75 5 375 375 .20 75












































LESS INT. ON INVEST.
NET LABOR AND MGT,
INCOME
INVENTORY VALUE
• 8,417 LAND AND BLDG. .,37,360
513,714 BLDG. & IMP. (3,996)
122,131 MACH. & EQUIP. ?• 7,944
LIVESTOCK :-21,117
;22,131 TOTAL ^>.66,421
NVENTORY NUMBER,-22,131 ; I
10,604i
1 BEEF COWS
•>11 527 ' SOWS
915, LABOR REQUIREMENTS
••»10,612' OPERATOR m/DAYS
3,238 :! HIRED M/DAYS
TOTAL
TABLE 12. - BUDGET SUMMARY FOR 682-ACRE CATTLE-HOG PARTLY IRRIGATED FARMij. CENTRAL SOUTH
DAKOTA, PROJECTED PRICES (SLAUGHTER CATTLE, 100^ HOGS)
; ACRES' ; yTeLD
LAI^ USE









































: AVER. WEIGHT : TOTAL ; SOLO
.-L-^PLjjyUMBlR : PER HEAD ; WEIGHT ; "AMO'UNT": "PR'iCE t VALi^"







































































LESS CASH EXPENSE 12,549
NET CASH INCOME 'i;14,528
CHANGE IN INVENTORY
LESS DEPRECIATION 930
NET FARM INCOME .13,598
LESS INT. ON INVEST. 3,374

























LAND AND BLDG. -37,360
BLDG. & IMP, '(4,496)












TABLE 13, - BUDGET SUMMARY FOR 682-ACRE CATTLE-HOG PARTLY IRRIGATED FARM, CENTRAL SOUTH
DAKOTA, PROJECTED PRICES (RAISED AND PURCHASED SLAUGHTER CATTLE, 100% HOGS),
— — —
. • .. - - — - • - - -- - • 1.^:
. LAKO
. SOLO
CROP S ACRES : YlELD ; UNIT ; PRODUCTION : FARM USE : AMOUNT ; PRICE ; VALUE
" rf'OLS. 0015,"
DRYLAND
CORN 20 16 BU. 320 320





ALFALFA 7 1.4 TON 10 10
NATIVE PASTURE 291 .81 AUM 236 232
IRRIGATED
CORN 160 47 BU, 7520 7470 50 1.20 60
WHEAT 53 24 BU, 1272 80 1192 1,55 1848
ALFALFA 42 3.5 TON 147 146




































GRADE • NUMkER : AVER, WEIGHT : TOTAL
; PER HEAD ; WEIGHT !: "amount T prTcT "ir^iuE"
POUNDS POUNDS POUNDS DOES. QilLS
950 42,750 42,750 22.00 9405
950 8,550 8,550 20.95 1791
1050 7,350 7,350 12.50 919
230 67,850 67,850 16.65 11297
350 20,650 20,650 14.45 2984
3 120
5 375 375 ,20 75

























LESS INT. ON INVEST.
NET LABOR AND MOT.
INCOME
NVENTORY VALUE
2,723 LAND AND BLDG,
26,891 bLDG. & IMP.














$14,442 OPERATOR m/DAYS 290
3,351 HIRED M/DAYS 197
TOTAL
$11,091
TABLE 14. - BUDGET SUMMARY FOR 480-ACRE CASH GRAIN DRYLAN# FARM, CENTRAL SOUTH DAKOTA,
PROJECTED PRICES (NO LEGUMES).
: SOLB
; ACRES "YfELB ; UNTt ; PRODUCtiON FARM USE : AMOUNT^; PRIC^: VALUE
* DOLS. '• DOLS.
CORN 110 15 BU. 1650 63 1587 1.20 1904
BRRLEY 128 23 BU. 2944 316 2628 1.05 2759
WHEAT 92 14 BU. 1288 138 1150 1.55 1782
NATI VE HAY 35 0,6 TON 21 21











! grade * NUMBER . AVER, WEI GHT : TOTAL : _ SOLD
• • PER HEAD ; WEIGHT ; AMOUNT :• PRICE : VALUE
POUNDS P0Uf«(DS POUNDS DOLS." DOLS,
GOOD 3 700 2100 2100 18.15 381
GOOD 2 650 1300 1300 15,30 199
MEBIUM 1 1050 1050 1050 12.50 131
75 5 375 375 .20 75


















TOTAL DEPR. ft 576














LESS INT. ON INVEST,





























TABLE 15. - BUDGET SUMMARY FOR 480-ACRE CASH GRAIN PARTLY IRRIGATED FARM, CENTRAL SOUTH
DAKOTA, PROJECTED PRICES (NO LEGUMES).
ACRES : yield'
LAND USE
"unit ; PRODUCTI ON FARM USE : AMOUNT
. SOLD .
: PRICE ; VALUE
'"DoLi;; •" "DOLB."
DRYLAND
CORN 21 15 PU. 315
WHEAT 21 14 BU. 294
NATIVE HAY 35 0.6 TON 21




72 42 BU. 3,024
14 32 BU. 448
WHEAT 71 18 BU. 1,278
SUGAR BEETS 58 9.3 TON 539



















AVER. WEIGHT : TOTAL






























TOTAL CASH RECEIPTS '16,023
CHANGE IN INVENTORY
TOTAL INCOME -16,023
, CASH RECEIPTS 16,0^:3
LESS CASH EXPENSE 10,027
i
NET CASH INCOiVIE 5,996
CH^>NGE IN INVENTORY
LESS DEPRECIATION 911
NET FARM INCOME 5,085
LESS INT. ON INVEST. 1,890









AMOUNT :: PRICE :r'vA'LUE'










LAND AND BLDG. "30,600
BLDG. AND IMP. (1,847;










TABLE 16. - BUDGET SUMMARY FOR 480-ACRE CATTLE-HOG DRYLAND FARM, CENTRAL SOUTH
DAKOTA, PROJECTED PRICES (SLAUGHTER CATTLE).
„ ULNOiJSE
: ACRE0 : YIELD : UNIT : PRODUCTION FARM USE ; AMOUNT
SOLD
PRICE VALUE
CORN 99 1.6 BU. 1,58 4 1,584
BARLEY 106 23 BU. 2,438 2,088
WHEAT 92 15 BU. 1,380 138
ALFALFA 6 1.4 TON 8 8
ALFALFA PASTURE 27 2.0 AUM 76 75
NATIVE HAY 28 .6 TON 17 17





































: AVER. WEIGHT ; TOTAL SOID
I GRADE NUMBER ; PER HEAD : WEIGHT ; AMOUNT ; PRICE : VALUE
~\PjUNOS POUNDS POUNDS DOLS.
CHOICE 3 950 2,850 2,850 22.00 627
CHOICE 2 950 1,900 1,900 20.95 398
MEDIUM 1 1,050 1,050 1,050 12,50 131
150 230 34,500 34,500 16.65 5,744
30 350 10,500 10,500 14.45 1,517
2 2 80
75 5 375 375 .20 75






1,431 TOTAL CASH RECEIPTS -11,165
418 CHANGE IN INVENTORY
TOTAL INCOME ^11,165
93 : CASH RECEIPTS 11,165
i LESS CASH EXPENSE 4,660
246 I
NET CASH INCOME 6,505
^4,660 CHANGE IN INVENTORY
LESS DEPRECImTION 616
537
79 NET FARM INCOME .n 5,889
616 LESS INT. ON INVEST. 1,350
Jf1,350 NET LABOR AND MGT.
INCOME ?i4,539
INVENTORY VALUE
LAND AND BLDG, .«16»200
BLDG. ic IMP. (2,647)











TABLE 17. - BUDGET SUMMARY FOR 480-ACRE CATTLE-HOG PARTLY IRRIGATED FARM, CENTRAL SOUTH
DAKOTA, PROJECTEB PRICES (SLAUGHTER CATTLE).
, land USE SOLD
CROP S acres"";' YfELO' 7 "UNIT 'VprooucYion ":"'FA"RM use : AMOUNT 7 pr"ic"e It value"
.
—
. .. — —. - P.QLS. • DOLS.
DRYLAND
CORN 13 16 BU. 208 208
WHEAT 25 15 BU. 375 38 337 1.55 522
ALFALFA 4 1.4 TON 6 6
NATIVE PASTURE 145 .81 AUM 117 104
1RRIGATED
CORN 144 47 BU. 6,768 3,809 2,959 1.20 3,551
WHEAT 48 24 BU. 1,152 72 1,080 1.55 1,674
ALFAT^FA 33 3.5 TON 116 114





• AVER. WEIGHT : TOTAl
; SOLD
1 TEM ^ GRADE : NUMBER *
PER HEAD WEIGHT : Ai70UNT ''•PRICE : vaIue
pound's poJnos pounds"" ' POLS." mLS.
STEER, YEARLING CHOI CE 17 950 16,150 1^,150 22.00 3,553
HEIFERS, YEARLING CHOI CE 10 950 9,500 9,500 20.95 1,990
COWS MEbl UM 7 1,050 7,350 7,350 12.50 919
HOGS 150 230 34,500 34,500 16.65 5,744
SOWS 30 350 10,500 10,500 14.45 1,517
STAGS 2 2 80
POULTRY 75 5 375 375 .20 75










































TOTAL CASH RECEIPTS -19,925
CHANGE IN INVENTORY
total 1NC0W,E '?10,925
. CASH RECEIPTS P19,925
I LESS CASH EXPENSE 9,542
I
NET CASH INCOME ri0,383
CHANGE IN INVENTORY -—
LESS DEPRECIATION C 903
I NET FARM INCOME 9,480j LESS INT. ON INVEST.
NET LABOR AND MGT.
INCOME G6,755
LAND AND BLDG. ^30,60f
BLDG. & IMP. (3,613)











rAPLL" - BUDGET SUMMARY FOR 48G-ACRE CATTLE-HOG PARTLY IRRIGATED FARtM CENTRAL SOUTH













LAND USE . : SOLD
ACRES ; YJEJlD,: UNIT : PRODUCT 1ON j_ FARM USE : AMOUNT ; PRICE : VALUE
DOLS." • DDLS,
1^ 16 BU. 208
25 15 RU. 375
4 1.4 TON 6
145 .81 AUM 117
144 47 BU. 6,768
48 24 BU. 1,152
40 3.5 TON 140









ITEM * GRADE ; NUMBER : AVER. WEIGHT • TOTAL ; SOLO
• • PER HEAD ; WEIGHT : AMOUNT '' PRICE ;: VALUE
POUNDS '" "Mis. • OOLS. •
STEER5, YEARLING CHOICE 67 950 63,650 63,650 22.00 14,003
HEIFERS, YEARLING CHOICE 5 950 4,750 4,750 20.95 995
COWS MEIiUM 3 1,050 3,150 3,150 12.50 394
HOGS 150 230 34,500 34,500 16.65 5,74h
SOWS 30 350 10,500 10,500 14.^5 1,517
STAGS 2 2 80
POULTRY 75 5 375 375 .20 75













































, LESS CASH EXPENSE
i NET CASH INCOME
: CHANGE IN INVENTORY
: LESS DEPRECIATION
j NET INrOiviE
• LESS INT. 0.-^ INVEST,












LAND AND BLDG. :;30,603
BLDG. & IMP. (3,413)










TABLE 19, - BUDGET SUivlMARY FOR 480-ACRE CATTLE-HOG-SUGAR BEET PARTLY IRRIGATED FhRM,


















: Ac'rEE"^ mLD_ _;_ 'UNI f ; FARM USE ; Jmounl.: PR ice" : VALUE
"b^sV ""bOLS'.
13 16 BL. 208 208
25 15 BU. 375 38 337 1,55 522
4 1.4 TON 5 6
145 .81 AUM 117 111
94 47 BU. 4,418 4,416 2 1.20 2
10 35 BU. 360 360
40 12.0 TON 480 480 12.00 5,760
(40) .5 TON 20 20
48 24 BU. 1,152 72 1,080 1.55 1,674
39 3.5 TON 136 136
57
5
7.0 AUM 399 399
i)7,^58
LI VESTOCK
GRADE • NUMBER : AVER. WEIGHT J TOTAL ; SOLD._
: PER HEAD ; WEIGHT :_AMOUNT ;_PRICE : VAJ.UE










CHOICE 79 . 950 75,050 75,050
CHOICE 5 950 4,750 4,750
MEBIUM 3 1,050 3,150 3,150
95 230 21,850 21,850
19 350 6,650 6,650
1 1
75 5 375 375






















MACHINERY OP. 2 315
BUILDING REP. '-.21
LABOR ygQ




















' CASH RECEIPTSI LESS CASH EXPENSE
! NET CASH INCOME
; CHANGE IN INVENTORY
i LESS DEPRECIATION
: NET FARM INCOME
{ •• I I II ,
i LESS INT. ON INVEST.














LAND AND BLDG, .;;'30,600
BLOG. tc IMP, /3 413)












TABLE 20. - BUDGET SUMMARY FOR 430-ACRE CATTLE-HOG-POTATO PARTLY IRRIGATED FARM, CENTRALSOUTH DAKOTA, PROJECTED PRICES (RAISED AND PURCHASED SLAUGHTER CATTLE),
^SE SOl^
t ACRES ; YIELD t UNIT ; PRODUCTION ; FARM USE : AMOUNT ; PRICE t VALUE










































13 16 BU. 208 208
25 15 BU. 375 38
4 1.4 TON 6 6
145 .81 AUM 117 111
94 47 BU. •4,418 4,418
10 36 BU. 360 360
40 223 BU. 8,920
48 24 BU, 1,152 72
41 3.5 TON 144 144





















: AVER. WEIGHT : T0TA1 SO_LO
-pRAPE._E..NUJWBE_R .P^R^HEAD _ W^EIGHT : AMOUNT ~; PR ICE ; VA LUE
POUNDS POUNDS " POUNDS ' DOLS.' "*DOLS,
CHOICE 71 950 67,450 67,450 22.00 14,839
CHOICE 5 950 4,750 4,750 20.95 995
MEDIUM 3 1,050 3,160 3,150 12.50 394
110 230 25,300 25,300 16.65 4,212
22 350 7,700 7,700 14.45 1,113
2 2 80
75 5 375 375 .20 75














LESS INT. ON INVEST.













LAND AND BLDG. -^30,600
BLDG. A IMP. (3»413;











TA8LC 21. - PUDGfT SUMMARY FOR 480-ACRE SHEEP-HCG DRYLAND FmRW, CENTRAL SOUTH DAKOTA,
PROJECTED PRICES (RAISED FAT LAMBS).
LAND USE SOLD
CROP ; ACRES !;_YIELD UNIT ; PRODUCTION "<: FARM USE : AMOUNT : PRiCE ": VALUE
DOLS. dcls.
COI^N 99 16 BU. 1,584 1,584
BARLEY 106 23 BU. 2,438 2,068 370 i. 05 3S9
WHEAT 92 15 BU, 1,380 138 1,242 1,55 . ^25
alfalfa 6 1.4 TON 8 8
ALFALFA PASTURE 27 2.8 AUM 76 76
NATIVE HAY 28 .6 TON 17 17
NATIVE PASTURE 117 .81 AUM 95 90
OTHER 5
















































































ICaSH RECEIPTSjLESS cash expense
I NET CASH INCOME
jCHANGE IN INVE.NTORY
jLESS DEPRECIATION
j NET FARM INO..ME
(LESS INT. ON INVEST.
I





















LAND AND BLOG. ;'16,2nc
BLDG. & IMP (2,547)










TABLE 22, - BUDGET SUMMARY FOR 480-ACRE SHEEP-HOG PARTLY IRRIGATED FARM, CENTRAL SOUTH
DAKOTA, PROJECTED PRICES (RAISED FAT LAMBS),
LAND USE SOLD
CROP ; ACRES ; YIELD ; UNIT ; PRODUCTION : FARM U"^~; SMOUNT ~PR ICE~T VALUE
no . « dots: DOLS,DRYLAND
CORN 13 16 BU. 208 208
WHEAT 25 15 BU. 375 38
ALFALFA 4 1.4 TON 6 6
NATIVE PASTURE 145 .81 AUM 117 110
IRRIGATED
CORN 144 47 BU. 6,768 3,693
WHEAT 48 24 BU. 1,152 72
ALFALFA 36 3.5 BU. 126 125










GRADE ; NUMBER : PER HEAD
POUNDS
; AVER. WEIGHT ; TOTAL ; SOLO
; ; WEIGHT ; AMOUNT ; PRICE : VALUE
POUNDS POUNDS DOLS. DOLS.
95 20,235 20,235 20.30 4,108
120 4,920 4,920 8.55 421
4 60
9 2,907 2,907 .45 1,308
230 34,500 34,500 16.65 5,744
350 10,500 10,500 14.45 1,517
2 80
5 375 375 .20 75

















































TOTAL CASH RECE IPTS^g^gft





LESS CASH EXPENSE 9,471
NET CASH INCOME $10,028
CHANGE IN INVENTORY
LESS DEPRECIATION 906
NET FARM INCOME .$9,122
LESS INT. ON INVEST. 2,236


















TABLE 23. - BUDGET SUMMARY FOR 4oG-ACRE CATTLE-HOG DRYLAND FARM, CENTRAL SOUTH DAKOTA,
PROJECTED PRICES (RAISED FEEDER CATTLE),
land use . . SO.LO.
CROP ACRES ; YIELD ; UNIT ; PRODUCTION : FARM USE ; AMOUNT : PRICE ; VALUE
D<5LS;"' _DpU.
CORN 99 16 BU. 1,584 1,404 160 1.20 216
BARLEY 106 23 BU, 2,438 2,088 350 1505 368
IVHEAT 92 15 BU, 1,330 138 1,242 1.55 1,925
LAND USE
S" Vl p I : I : ;
. , ,
W . ,
ALFALFA 6 1.4 TON 8 6
ALFALFA PASTURE 27 2.8 AUM 76 75
NATIVE HAY 26 ,6 TON 17 16


































































TOTAL CASH RECEIPTS lO,W6
CHANGE IN INVENTORY
TOtAl income 10,936
' CASH RECEIPTS 10,936
LESS CASH EXPENSE 4,638
NET CASH INCOME 6,298
; CHANGE IN INVENTORY
1LESS DEPRECIATION 616
j NET FARM iNCOME 5,682
j LESS INT. ON INVEST. 1,350
1 ' ' •
! NET LABOR AND M6T.
i INCOME .14,332



















































TABLE 24* - BUDGET SumVARY FOR 480-•ACRE CATTLE-HCG partly IRRIGATED FARM, central SOUTH
DAKOTA, PROJECTEOi PRICES (RAISED FEEDER CATTLE).
- • -
land USE
• " * — -
SOLO
— . .
CROP : AC^S " YiELP' UNTt 'product ION : .fARM .USE : /m'ou'nT i PRICE"!r "'VALUE
" pqU.*"" '?0k§*
DRYLAND
CORN 13 16 B'U. 208 208
•THEAT 25 15 BU. 375 38 337 1.55 522
aLFALFA 4 1.4 TON 6 6
NATIVE PASTURE 145 .81 AUM 117 104
IRRIGATED
UOHN 144 47 BU. 6,768 2,837 3,931 1.20 4,717
WHEAT 48 24 BU. 1,152 72 1,080 1.55 1,674
ALFALFA 33 3.5 TON 116 114














































































































LESS INT. ON INVEST.

































TABLE 25. - BUDGET SUiVln^ARY FOR 4eO-ACF(E CATTLE-HOG DRYLAND FARfv., CENTRAL SOUTH DrtKuTA
PROJECTED PRICES (YIELDS s 75^, RAISED SLAUGHTER CATTLE),
LAND USE
CORN 99 12 BU. 1,188 1,188 38 1.05
BARLEY 106 17i BU, 1,828 1,790 897 1.55
WHEAT 92 11} BU. 1,035 136
ALFALFA 4 1.0 TON 4 4
ALFALFA PASTURE 29 2.1 AUM 61 61
NATIVE HAY 25 .45 TON 11 11








































































































LESS CASH EXPENSE 4,329
NET CASH INCOME "4,113
CHANGE IN INVENTORY
LESS DEPRECIATION 610
NET FARM INCOME 3,503
LESS INT. ON INVEST. 1,261





















TABLE 26, - BUDGET SUMMARY FOR 480-ACRE CATTLE-HOG PARTLY IRRIGATED FARM, CENTRAL SOUTH
DAKOTA, PROJECTED PRICES (YIELDS = 75^, RAISED AND PURCHASED SLAUGHTER CATTLE).
LAND
YIELD : UNITi AC^EJ, ;.YL J.0.
USE




13 12 BU, 156 156
25 BU, 281 38
4 1,0 TON 4 4
145 ,61 AUM 88 86
144 35-; PU, 5 ,076 4,666
48 18 BU, 864 72
38 2.6 TON 100 100




1 ! AVER, WEIGHT : TOTAL ..saLD_
J J EM _ : GRADE ; NyM_BJR [ PER HEAD : WEIG_HT j: AMOUNT PRICE.. J; VALyi...
ppuf^s POUfTDS ' POUNDS O'OLS', BPU,
STEERS, YEARLING CHOICE 47 950 44,650 44,650 22.00 9,823
HEIFERS, YEARLING CHOICE 3 950 2,850 2,850 20,95 597
COWS MEDIUM 3 1,050 3,150 3,150 12.50 394
HOGS 150 230 34,500 34,500 16.65 5,744
SOWS 30 350 10,500 10,500 14.45 1,517
STAGS 2 2 80
POULTRY 75 5 375 375 .20 75










































LESS INT. ON INVEST.










LAND AND BLDG. -30,600
BLDG. & IMP (3,113)








OPERAT OR m/DAYS I
HIRED m/DAYS
TOTAL J
UBLE 11 \ " BUUbET SumMmRY FOR 480-ACRE CATTLE-HOG QRYLmNO FmRw, CENTRAL JAKCTA,
PROJECTEn PRICES (YIELDS s T25«/« RAISED SLAUGHTER CATTLE).
Ti " "•* • - ^ 7'
CROP
LAND USE . SOLfr
: ACR'ES 'ir YI.ELT •;7 UNI T ' ; •production' nxf^'UsE : AMOUNT 1 'price": 'value '
DDLS. DDLS.
CORN 99 20 nu. 1,980 1,656 324 1.20 389
BARLEY 106 29-> BU. 3,048 2,088 960 1.05 1,008
WHEAT 92 lOf BU. 1,725 138 1,587 1.55 2,460
ALFALFA 11 TON 19 19
ALFALFA PASTURE 22 3^ AUM 77 75
NATIVE HAY 19 .75 TON 14 14














! AVER, weight : TOTAL SOLD
GRADE ; NUMBER : PER HEAD : WEIGHT ; AMOUNT !; PRICE : V.iL^E
FOUNDS P.QkfiPS POUNDS 00 LS. DDLS.
CHOICE 4 950 3,800 3,800 22. GO
CHOICE 3 950 2,850 2,850 20.95 d97
MEDIUM 2 1,050 2,100 2,100 12.50
150 230 34,500 34,500 16,65
30 350 10,500 10,500 1h.45 1,517
2 2 80
75 5 375 375 .20 75




























LESS CASH EXPENSE ^,784
NET CASH INCOME 8,484
CHANGE IN INVENTORY
LESS DEPRECIATION 625
NET FARM INCOiviE 'p.j,859
LESS INT. ON INVEST. 1,419
NET LABOR AND MGT. 6,440
INCOME •
LAND AND BLDG, 16,200
BLOG. & IMF. (2,9471











TABLE 28. - BUDGET SUMMARY FOR 480-ACRE CATTLE-HOG PARTLY IRRIGATED FARM, CENTRAL














LAND USE ; SOLD
SCRES r'YIELD ; UNIT : PROOUCTrON"TTARM "USE* : AMOUNT ; PRICE ; VALUE
DOLS. DOLS.
13 20 BU. 260 260
25 BU. 469 38
4 TON 7 7
145 1.01 AUM 146 140
144 58| BU. 8,460 6,218
48 30 BU. 1,440 72
42 4.4 TON 185 182







; : AVER. WEIGHT : TOTAL ; _ SOLD
; GRADE ; NUMBER ; PER HEAf ;_*E IGHT_'; AMOUNTl : 'PRIOE : VALUE



















































































LESS INT. ON INVEST.
NET LABOR AND BGT.j INCOME ?13,933
LAND AND BLD6. ^30,600
BLLG. & IMP. (3,713)










i OPERAT OR M/DAYS
i HIRED m/OmYS
: TOTAL
TABLC 29. - BUDGET SUMMARY FOR 1060-^CRE CATTLE-HOG DRYLAND FARM, CENTRAL SOUTH CAKOTA
PROJECTED PRICES (RA(IS£D SLAUGHTER CATTLE).
LAND USE . SOLB
CROP ; acres" ; YIELB : UNIT 'TRODUCT 1ON : FARM USE ; r PRICE "? "VAiUE"
DOLS." "PlQi-S."
CeRN 220 16 PU. 3,520 1,956 1,564 1.20 1,877
BARLEY 235 23 EU. 5,405 2,333 3,072 1.05 3,226
WHEAT 205 15 BU. 3,075 308 2,767 1.55 4,289
AlFALFA 46 1.4 "ON 64 64
ALFALFA PASTURE 27 2.8 AUM 76 76
NATlVE HAY 3
.6 TON 2 2
NATIVE PASTURE 319




: AVER. WEIGHT ; TOTAl SOLD
















































!NT. ON !NV. 2,591
TOTAL
PLNGFS .11,909

























LESS INT. ON INVEST.












land AND BLOG. <-35,860
BLDG. & IMP (4,203)












TAILE 30. - BUDGET SUMMARY FOR 320-ACRE SHEEP-HOG DRYLAND FARM, CENTRAL SOUTH DAKOTA,
PROJECTED PRICES (RAISED SLAUGHTER LAMBS).
ACRES ; YIELD
_LANO USE_




CORN 62 16 BU. 992 992
BrtRLEY 66 23 BU. 1,518 1,499 19 1.05 20
WHEAT 57 15 BU. 855 86 769 1,55 1,192
ALFALFA 2 1.4 TON 3 3
ALFALFA PASTURE 18 2.8 AUM 50 50
NATIVE HAY 28 .6 TON 17 17




: AVER. WEIGHT : TOTAL ; SOLD
GRADE ; NUMBER : PER HEAD ; WEl^GHT i AMOUNT PRICE VAU^

































































TOTAL CASH RECEIPTS —TTTIT
CHANGE IN INVENTORY
TOTAL INCOME .'^ .7,311
CASH RECEIPTS 17,311
LESS CASH EXPENSE 3,127
NET CASH INCOME 4,184
CHANGE IN INVENTORY
LESS DEPRECIATION 533
NET FARM INCOME 3,651
LESS INT. ON INVEST. 899
NET LABOR AND MGT.
INCOME 12.752
NVENTORY VALUE
LAND AND 3L0G. .110,500
BIDG, & I,IP, (1,915)








TAPLE 31. - BUDGET SUMMARY FOR 320-ACRE SHEEP-HOG PARTLY IRRIGATED FARM, CENTRAL
SOUTH DAKOTA, PROJECTED PRICES (RAISED SLAUGHTER LAMBS).
: LAND USE
CROP ; acres" yield": "unit "S: PRODUCT 1ionT farm "us
DRYLAND
coKrl 8 16 BU. 128 128
WHEAT 16 15 BU, 240 24
ALFALFA 3 1.4 TON 4 4
NATIVE PASTURE 110 .81 aum 89 89
1RRIGATED
CORN 89 47 PU. 4,183 3,410
WHEAT 30 24 BU. 720 45
ALFALFA 22 3.5 TON 77 75







; AVER, WEIGHT ; TOTAL : SOLD
t GRADE ; NUMBER ; PER HEAD ; WEIGHT ; AMOUNT PRICE VALUE"
































ING EXPENSE •f;6,119 j
MACHINERY DEPR. 576 |
BUILDING DEPR, 83 )
TOTAL DEPR. 659
























































LESS INT. ON INVEST.














LAND AND BLDG, 019,400
Bl.DG, & IMP. (2,779)












'rtfiLE 32. - yuuGCT Sl'MMAftY FOR 320-mCR2 CA1TL£-H0G PARTLY IRRIGAJt^l FARi^^, CEM^AL
SOUTH DAKOTA, PROJECTED PRICES (RAISED AND PURCHASED SLAUGHTER CATTLE).
LAND USE SCLD





•"rniTR e 16 BU. 128 128
«HEAT 16 IB BU. 240 24 216 1.55 335
ALFALFA 3 1.4 TON 4
NATIVE PASTURE 110 .81 AUM 89 84
1RRIGATEr
tm " 89 47 BU. •^i,183 4,105 78 1.20
WHEAT 30 24 BU, 720 45 675 1.55 1,046
ALFALFA 24 3.5 TON 84 81





. AVER. WEIGHT : TCTAL ; SOLD
'.tem ; GRADE : NUMBER : PER HEAD : WEIGHT ; AMOUNT" P"RiCE ;• VALUE
POUNfcS P0L[N'0S ' POLINDS DOES. DOLS.
STEERS, YEARLING CHOICE 34 950 32,300 32,300 22.00 7,106
HEIFERS, yearling CHOICE 5 950 4,750 4,750 20.95 496
CO^/S MEDIUM 2 1,050 2,100 2,100 12.50 263
HOGS 140 23C 32,200 32,200 16,65 5,361
eows 28 350 9,800 9,800 1-^.45 1,416
S T/i GS 2 2 80
POULTRY 75 5 375 375 .20 75
































LESS CASH expense 8,362
NET cash INCOiVlE 8,669
CHANGE IN INVENTORY
LESS DEPRECIATION 662
NET FARNI INCCiViE 8,027
LESS INT. ON INVEST. 1^797
NUT LABOR AND WGT.
IMCO-vlE .06,230
LAND AND BLDG. .^ly, "•)
DLDG. & I'^P, (2,879)








' LABOR RECU : REV'ENTS
' OPERmTCR ma AYS
I HiRtD vs
TOTAL
TABLE 33, - BUDGET SUMMARY FOR 320-ACRE SHEEP-hOG-SUIAR BEET PARTLY IRRIGATED FAR^,
CENTRAL SOUTH DAKOTA, PROJECTED PRICES (RAISE# SLAUGHTER LAnSBS).
CROP
DRYLAND
_ _ LAND USE « SOLD
: AC'rFs' T yTeLD i'urn t V production ; FAI^ '^USE ; AMOUNT T PRfCE : VALuE
• "OO'L"^. OOLS.
"CORN ' 8 16 BU. 128 128
WHEAT 16 15 BU. 240 24 216 1.55 335
ALFALFA 3 1.4 TON 4 4
NATIVE PASTURE 110 .81 AUM 89 89
IRRIGATED
• CORN 39 47 BU. 1,833 1,799 34 1.20 4 j
Corn 10 36 su. 360 360
5,760SUGAR BEETS 40 12.0 TON 480 480 12.00
BEET TOPS (40) 0.5 TON 20 20
WHEAT 30 24 BU. 720 45 675 1.55 1,046
ALFALFA 20 3.5 TON 70 69















































: TOTAL ; SOLO
: WEIGHT : AMOUNT"!: PRI Ct j value
"pounds "• "pounds" pOLS, Q^LS.
14,345 14,345 20.30 2,912
3,480 3,480 8.55 298
3 45
2,061 2,061 .45 927
18,400 18*400 16.65 3.064
5,600 5,600 14.45 809
1 40
375 375 .20 75















LESS INT. ON INVEST,




LAND AND BLOG. 19,400
BLDG, i. IMP. (2,579)












, operator m/oay.g 23;




TABLE 34, - BUDGET SUMMARY FOR 320-ACRB 5HEEP-H0G-PGTAT0 PARTLY IRRIGATED FARM, CENTRAL



























8 16 BU. 128 128
16 15 BU. 240
. 24
3 1.4 TON 4 4
110 ,81 AUM 89 89
39 47 BU. 1,833 1,742
10 36 BU. 360 360
40 223 BU. 8,920
30 24 BU. 720 45
24 3.5 TON 84 81






: : /AVER. WEIGHT : TOTAL ; SOj^
; GRADE ; NUMBER ; PER HEAD • WEIGHT : AMOUNT"': PRrCE"
filUNPS RaUNPS PM_DS " OpLS.

































































LESS INT, ON INVEST.











LAND AND BLOC, .'19,40U









TABLE 35, - BUDGET SUMMARY FOR 320-ACRE DAIRY-HOG DRYLAND FARM, CENTRAL SOUTH DAKOTA,



















69 19 BU. 1,311 1,239
11 22 BU. 242 215
57 16 BU. 912 86
57 1,4 TON 80 80
11 2.8 AUM 31 31











: TOTAL • SOLO
; WEIGHT ; amount';' PRICE' Value"
PfUN^S 'P^yNDS DDLS. oqVs".
4,125 3,712
.57 2,116
12,650 12,650 16.65 2,106
3,850 3,850 14.45 556
1 40
5,600 5,600 12.25 686
375 375 .20 75















CROPS ei 1 394
LIVESTOCK 5^870
TOTAL CASH RECEIPTS A 7 273






LAN0 AND BLDG. ^^10,500
BLDG, & IMP, (2,115)







































LESS INT. ON INVEST. i,031
NET LABOR AND MGT.
INCOME ''3,707
table: 36. - BUDGET SUMS^ARY FOR 320-.ACRE OA IRV-HOG PARTLY IRRIGATED FAR^S CENTRAL






















ACRES'!r yield' ; 'UNff": PRODUCTION ;: 'farm use : am'o'unt
8 16 BU. 128 128
16 15 BU. 240 24 216
3 1.4 TON 4 4
110 .81 AIJM 89 79
89 47 BU. 4,183 3,992 191
30 24 BU. 720 45 675
36 3.5 TON 126 123
















. 7 1,200 8,400
75 5 375
100 HENS 120 EGGS 1000 DOZ,
.mo_ _
AMOUNT : PRICE ; VALUE


































LESS CASH EXPENSE 6,233
NET CASH INCOME 8,431
CHANGE IN INVENTORY
LESS DEPRECIATION 700
NET FARM INCOME 7,731
LESS INT. ON INVEST, 1,746
NET LABOR AND MGT.
INCOME 5,985
LAND AND BLDG. F19,400
BLDG. & IMP. (3,379)









! HIRED M/DAyS 1^
TOTAL 545
TABLE 37. - BUDGET SUMMARY FOR 160-ACRE OA IRV-HOG FULLY IRRIGATED FARM, CENTRAL
























































100 HENS 120 EGGS























































LESS CASH EXPENSE 4,595
NET CASH INCOME 8,048
CHANGE IN INVENTORY
LESS DEPRECIATION 684
NET FARM INCOME 7,364
LESS INT. ON INVEST. 1,450
NET LABOR AND MOT.
INCOME ft5,914
NVENTORY VALUE
LAND AND BLDG. ^14,400
BLDG. & IMP. (2,819)











TABLE 38. - BUDGET SUMMARY FOR 480-ACRE CATTLE-HOG FIRST YEAR PARTLY IRRIGATED FrtRf^,
CENTRAL SOUTH DAKOTA, PROJECTED PRICES (RAlStD AND PURCHASED SLAUGHTER CATTLE).
ACRES : YIELD
FARM USE





CORN 99 16 BU. 1,584 1,584
BARLEY 90 23 BU, 2,070 1,768
WHEAT 12 15 BU. 180 18
ALFALFA 3 1.4 TON 4 4
ALFALFA PASTURE 30 2.8 AUM 84 81
NATIVE HAY 34 .6 TON 20 19
NATIVE PASTURE 111 .81 AUM 90 90
1rrigated
WHEAT 80 14 BU. 1,120 120



































































































' LESS fASH EXPENSE
! NET CASH INCOME
i •j CHANGE IN INVENTORY
! LESS DEPRECIATION
' NET EARM INCOME
i ————j LESS INT. ON INVEST.



































TABLE 39. - B'JOGET SUMMARY FOR 480-ACRE CATTLE-HOG SECOND YEAR PARTLY IRRIGATED FmR,v1,












• CORN 99 16 BU. 1,584 1,515 69 1.20 83
BARLEY 23 23 BU. 529 529
WHEAT 12 15 BU. ISO 18 162 1,55 251
ALFALFA 4 1.4 TON 6 6
NATIVE PASTURE 145 .81 AUM 117 116
IRRIGATED
WHEAT 80 14 BU. 1,120 12 0 1,000 1.55 1,550
BARLEY 16 20 BU. 320 320
ALFALFA 35 3. 0 TON 105 103




: ......orn : AVER. WEIGHT ; TOTAL SOLD
ITEM GRADE : . PER HEAD : WEIGHT ; amount" : PRICE i: VALUE •
pIqunos " ' POUNDS" " POUNDS OOLS. • POLS.
STEERS, YEARLING GOOD 15 600 12,000 12,000 10.15 2,176
HEIFERS, YEARLING GOOD 9 750 6,750 6,750 15.30 1,033
COWS 1 1,.050 1,050 1,050 12.50 131
HOGS 105 230 24,150 24,150 16.65 4,021
SOWS 21 350 7,350 7,350 14.45 1,062
STAGS 2 2 00
POULTRY 75 5 375 375 .20 75




SEED 717 CROPS r 1,884
FERTILIZER 1,540 LIVESTOCK 8,880
FEED 1,069 TOTAL CASH RECEIPTS "1U,/64
TAXES 720 CHANGE IN INVENTORY 8,600
WATER, O&M 1,440
WATER, CONST. TOTAL INCOME •^19,364
MACHINERY OP. 1,762 .. , ..
BUILDING REP. 120 i CASH RECEIPTS 10,764
LABOR 207 i LESS CASH EXPENSE 16,705
CATTLE BOT. 8,835 j
OTHER
. 295 1 NET CASH INCOME -5,941
CASH OPERAT ! CHANGE IN INVENTORY 8,600
ING EXPENSE n6,705 i LESS DEPRECIATION 831
machinery DEPR. 729 j NET FARM INCOME '"1,828
BUILDING DEPR. 103 1
total DEPR. ^
INT. ON iNV. 2,365
TOTAL ex
penses A19.901
LESS INT. ON INVEST. 2,365








LAND AND BLDG. '^












TABLE 40. - BOOGET SUMMARY FOR 48G-ACRE CATTLE-HOG THIRD YEmR PARTLY IRRIGATED FVRM,
CENTRAL SOUTH DAKOTA, PROJECTED PRICES (RAISED SLAUGHTER CATTLE).
_LMD.USE
CROP ; acre' ';Yield ;* UN I't ; 'PRODUCTION 1: FARM USE
DRYLAND
CORN 13 16 BU. 208 208
BARLEY 13 23 BU. 299 299
WHEAT 12 15 BU. 180 18
ALFALFA 4 1 .4 TON 6 6
NATIVE PASTURE 145 .81 AUM 117 110
1 Ri-.l GATED
96 47 BU. 4,512 3,220
WHEAT 80 14 BU. 1,120 120
BARLEY 16 20 BU. 320 320
ALFALFA 33 3.0 TON 99 99













; AVER. WEIGHT TOTAL
ITEM : GRADE : NUMBER I PER HEAD ; WEIGHT ;! amount PRICE value""
POUNDS'" • POUNDS '"£d_yNDS" WLS. .00 LS.
STEERS, YEARLING CHOICE 15 950 14,250 14,250 22.00 3,135
HEIFERS, YEARLING CHOICE 9 950 8,550 8,550 20.95 1,791
COWS 6 1,050 6,300 6,300 12.50 788
HOGS 150 230 34,500 34,500 16.65 5,744
SOWS 30 350 10,500 10,500 14.45 1,517
STAGS 2 2 80
POULTRY 75 5 375 375 .20 75





































LESS INT. ON INVEST.














LAND AND BLDG. 30,600
BLDG. i IMP. (3,513)
MACH. & EQUIP. 7,944
LIVESTOCK •'15,492
TOTAL >.54,036
; INVENTORY NUMBERI ' '
BEEF COWS 32
SOWS 30
HENS 100
LABOR REQUIREViENTS
OPERATOR m/DAYS 256
HIRE# m/DaYS 122
! TOTAL 377
